Powerful Features.
Do more from a distance.
Worldwide:
Accurate GPS tracking anywhere in the world with no additional
cost or roaming data charges. Customized tracking frequency
optimizes battery consumption.

Alerts:
Receive real-time smart alerts by text, email and smartphone
app-alerts. Set on-location changes, speed limits, sudden
movement or impact, and SOS alerts.

Fencing:
Define perimeters on a Trackimo™ map in any area. Receive
smart alerts when your device crosses the set perimiter borders.

Devices:
Access the Trackimo™ application from your smartphone,
tablet or desktop - from anywhere, anytime. iPhone and Android
compatible.

Accessories:

Product

Trackimo™ products are available in several designs,
to match various needs and uses. The first product to
market is Trackimo Universal:

TRK 100

Small, light and fits everywhere – in a child’s bag or
pocket, a baby’s stroller, in your car, clips onto a belt,
attaches by Velcro or magnet to many surfaces.

Technology

Trackimo’s unique patent-pending technology
includes a minimized, efficient electronic board with
GPS, GSM, accelerometer, and other components that
provide smart data while optimizing energy usage, and
cloud-servers which utilize sophisticated algorithms,
data communications and cellular network signaling
to manage the devices and dispatch information to
systems and apps using minimal data bandwidth.

Beyond Security and
Functionality

Trackimo™ goes beyond tracking – with multiple apps
for social location sharing, group activities, interactive
travel visualization and more, Trackimo becomes a
platform for fun, leisure and lifestyle.

A weatherproof silicon case, micro-USB charging cable, sturdy
belt-pouch and strong magnetic stripe for attachment.

Emergency Voice Channel:

Available from:

The device can be set to open a voice channel
automatically when the SOS button is pressed, so the
remote user can hear everything that’s going on near
the device.

Dynamic History:
All the tracking history is stored and the user can drill
down to any time period and view the history in multiple
resolutions.
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Discover where
you’ll take it.
Add Trackimo to the things that are
important in your life, so you can worry
less. Become notified instead of having
to check-up. At TrackimoTM our
mission is to give you the smallest, most
affordable and feature-rich tracking
devices. Where will you go with it?

45mm

Coming Early 2015!
40mm
18mm
Actual Size

Use Trackimo for your:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children
Vehicle
Pet
Luggage
Fleet
Elderly Loved One
Bike
Boat
Trailer and more!

Trackimo™ Watch

Loved
Ones

Fun, personal and easy to operate. Trackimo™
Watch monitors the wearers location in seconds, and
has a SOS button for when the wearer is in distress.
Set perimeters to receive smart alerts when wearer
leaves or enters them.

Trackimo™ Travel

Luggage

Smoother, slimmer and more comfortable,
Trackimo™ Mini Tracker conveniently fits into
valuable mailing packages. Track your package
from anywhere in the world. Can be used for wallets
and other compact spaces.

Small device, great performance

The product is great. Small size, battery
life is reasonable and GPS positioning
is very accurate. We used the product
overseas, and it works as promised. Highly
recommended, best product you can get at
a great price.
By Sammy (NY)

Easy and simple set-up!

Activating was straight forward, it just takes
you time. Tracking is quick and gets better
after the first day.
By Dennis Flint “mosesparrot” (WI)

Trackimo™ Pet

Pets

Worry less. Adventure more. Attach Trackimo™
Pet to your pets collar to prevent them from getting
lost, stolen or running away. Track from your mobile
device, tablet or desktop. The SOS button lets anyone
who finds your pet alert you of their location.

Trackimo™ Mini Tracker
Trackimo™ Mini Tracker offers worldwide GPS
tracking with the same powerful features found
on all our models. Small and compact, it fits and
goes anywhere. Perfect for small pets, purses and
keychains.

